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Consistent finish applied

under controlled factory

conditions.

Coating on all 4 sides

for increased

performance.

Guaranteed up-front

cost, no additional on-

site labour required.

Translucent or opaque environmentally friendly, water based coatings offered in a wide range

of RAL colours, applied under controlled factory conditions can be applied to any chosen

timber product. This gives exceptional performance of durability and stability ensuring

cladding is protected from UV-light, rain, humidity, cold and heat.

OrganoWood® can be factory coated by Millworks, a silicone based technology that increases

the weathering time and consistency to the timber, resulting in a natural silver/grey look to all

elevations.

By utilising Millworks off-site, purpose built factory painting line, the risk of weather variations,

time frames and application rates can be eliminated. We offer set lead times, premium

finishing and up front costs.

FAQ

MILLCOAT™
Millworks® offer in-house advanced

factory coating systems in

collaboration with industry leading

paint manufacturers. After extensive

research and development, Millworks®

use innovative technology in our state

of the art finishing line which

produces consistent coating results for

any project. 
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Surface texture can be added to create accentuated depth to the timber, this also increases

coating performance. For best results Milltex® surface finish is recommended.

Millfix™ secret-fix fixing systems enhance longevity of a factory coated finish. By secret-fixing

and using ventilation strips, the front faces of the cladding boards are left fully intact and

well ventilated. 

All cross-cutting should be sealed on-site prior to installation for increased coating

performance. 

MILLWORKS® RECCOMENDS
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REFERENCE Millcoat™ factory coatings.

SPECIFICATION DATA

FEATURES Applied under controlled factory conditions.

Wide range of RAL colours.

Organowood® for a consistent silver/grey facade. 

No hidden costs.

PROFILES MW-2, MW-5, MW-6, MW-7, MW-11, MW-12 I, MW-12 II, MW-12 III and

custom profiles available when specified. 

FIRE  -

TREATMENT

Fire retardant treatment (FRX Exterior). Complies with the National

Building Regulations where Euroclass B or C fire performance is required.

Coating to RAL (any colour) maintains FRX fire certification.

TEXTURES Planed, Brushed, Burned & Brushed, Fine-sawn or Milltex®.
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